
Periodic Table Worksheet

1. The atomic # for hydrogen is so it has protons.

2. Neon is # 10 on the periodic table, so its atomic # is . and it has protons. Its

atomic mass # is 20.2 (round off to 20); so it must have 20 - ) = neutrons.
i’73. Aluminum is # 13 on the periodic table, so its atomic # is ) and it has ) protons.

Its atomic mass # is 26.98 (round to; so it must have - = neutrons.

4. LookupBerylliumontheperiodictable. #ofprotons=;p+n=;n=.

5. Since Beryllium has f protons, it usually has electrons total.

6. Beryllium is in Group 2 (second column) so it has electrons in its outer shell

(valence electrons).

7. Beryllium is in Period 2 (second row) so it has electron shells.

8. LookupPotassiumonthcperiodictable. #ofprotons=1;p+n=l;n=’.

9. Since Potassium hasjprotons, it usually has electrons total.

10. Potassium is in Group I I column) so it has electrons in its outer shell

L’t2 electrons).

11. Potassium is in Period4 L row) so it has electron______

12. Fill in the chart below (always round off the number for protons + neutrons):
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1. Every atom can only have electrons maximum in the first shell.

2. Every atom can only have ) electrons maximum in the second shell.

3. Every atom will only have ‘ electrons in the third shell before the fourth shell starts

uifling up. (Okay, it can actually have 18 total, but after it starts filling up the

fourth shell for some complicated reason!)

4. Every atom wants a full outer shell. For most atoms this means valence electrons.

(This is called a “stable octet”.) Some exceptions to the “stable octet” rule are:

Helium, for a full outer shell it needs only ‘ valence electrons; and most elements

after #20 (Calcium).
V

5. Lithium only ha I valence electron. To get a “stable octet” it could either gain

electrons or lose electron. (It does the easiest option, so it will definitely V

6. Beryllium only has valence electrons. To get a “stable octet” it could either gain

electrons or lose electrons. (It does the easiest option, so it will definitely ..

7. Fluorine onlyhas valence electrons. To get a “stable octet” it could either gain

.L. electron or lose electrons. (It does the easiest option, soit will definitely ...

8. Filiinthechartbelow:
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